Riveted

Dominic is beyond pissed when he learns
the CEO of a company hes just invested a
ton of money in has stolen some of his
confidential files. Files that contain
information worth hundreds of thousands
of dollars. Taught by his ruthless father to
stomp the competition, Dominics first
reaction is to go after Blaine and kick his
ass. But when the man goes into hiding,
Dominic decides to take out his revenge on
a more convenient target--Blaines little
sister.Held captive for a ransom she knows
wont ever be paid, Olivia decides she must
find a way to soothe Dominics savage
nature and obtain her freedom, while
hiding the truth about her participation in
her brothers scam. But when Dominic
takes her to bed and makes love to her,
Olivia begins to wonder if she should
rethink her decision to escape. Being tied
to Dominics bed isnt necessarily a bad
thing.Reader Advisory: This story has
graphic sexual language and scenesno
closed bedroom doors (or other rooms)
here!An adult contemporary romance from
Elloras Cave

if your eyes or attention are riveted on or to someone or something, you are so interested or frightened that you cannot
stop looking at them. They were riveted to the television screen.Rivet definition: If you are riveted by something, it
fascinates you and holds your interest completely. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Her brother is a
mathlete, and she is on the presidents list! Wowriveting #fascinating#great#interesting#charming#cool. by pliok
November 05, 2009. 49 11.Here at Riveted, youre able to discover new YA reads, read books for free on your computer,
tablet, or phone, get a behind the scenes look at your favoriteThat single Game 7 scenario was a bottle episode within a
much larger seriesriveting, to be sure, but not quite indicative of the real dynamic at work.A rivet is a permanent
mechanical fastener. Before being installed, a rivet consists of a smooth Solid rivets are one of the oldest and most
reliable types of fasteners, having been found in archaeological findings dating back to the Bronze AgeSynonyms for
riveted eyes at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for riveted
eyes.Riveted has 3854 ratings and 488 reviews. Jill said: 4.5 starsThe best steampunk romance Ive read and the best in
this series.I want to feel as Riveted will have weekly free reads. Every Tuesday well put up extended excerpts of new
releases, and every Friday well have new full booksIts #RivetedRevealsWeek! What, you ask, is Riveted Reveals Week?
Its that special time of year when we show you all the shiny new covers for books comingDiscover new books for teens
and fans of young adult literature, connect with your favorite authors, and read books for free at . Jim Daviess
exploration of the psychology behind our passions and interests is full of attractive ideas, writes Nicola Davis.rivet.
[riv-it] See more synonyms on noun. a metal pin for passing through holes in two or more plates or pieces to hold them
together, usually made with a head at one end, the other end being hammered into a head after insertion.
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